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Landscape, Irrigation, and Tree Committee Meeting Minutes 

Date: April 16, 2019 

Committee Member Attendees:, Tom/Kathy McManus, Mike Norris, Vicki/Dan Kober, Barbara Ways, 

Dominick Mancinelli, Bill Wells, Tom Burton, Sandy Cheyne, Joyce Anderson, Betty McAtee, Jim Arnts  

Committee Members not Attending: none 

Committee Chair: Tom McManus 

Board Liaison: Joe Brown was absent, board members Pat Fox and Bob Nilsson attended 

Management: Rebecca Cook 

Residents: Lorie Andersen, Hank Starkey 

Complete Landscaping: Dave Bowers (irrigation manager) 

Start: 9:30 a.m. 

Resident Comments: 

Hank Starkey, a new Encore Court resident in September 2018, wanted to know the committee’s expectation 

of our landscaping contractor. Complete (CLS) skipped their property completely at first, then only did half the 

edging on a return date after reporting this to the office. They only raked and mulched part of the beds 

without weeding. The Starkey’s ended up doing it themselves. Generally, the committee is satisfied with our 

contractor but in the case of missing or partial work, that is not acceptable. Complete does not guarantee a 

perfect lawn, however. It looks ragged right now since there hasn’t been any mowing to date. Hank also stated 

that the bank next to the Encore fence needs work (Operations Committee responsibility). Hank is concerned 

that the bank area is not being maintained by the HOA. Hank does not believe that it is in protected wooded 

area as was stated by previous management. Thistles, which are considered an invasive species, are growing 

wild. The state of Maryland does not require treatment, however. Removing thistle was determined to be an 

erosion issue in prior years. Tom recommended taking this issue to the board to decide whether this area 

should be maintained. Residents can also submit requests to the board via management. Hank’s concern was 

that this area is not being treated the same as the rest of the community. He asked if the thistles can at least 

be mowed or trimmed? 

Minutes Approval: The March 19, 2019 minutes (previously distributed by email) were approved.  Minutes 

will be posted on our website.  

Management Update: 

Rebecca covered the upcoming schedule for mowing, mulching, and pre-emergent weed control. Mulch will 

be put down after pruning the beds. She also has a 90 day schedule from Complete which will be on the online 

calendar and is updated by eBlasts when affected by weather. ABB is laying fiber optic cable on Harmony and 

is expected to finish this week. Utility companies, like Delmarva, Verizon, and ABB, generally work 
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independently since they have right-of-ways; they do not report to the office. Complete is checking whether 

irrigation was disturbed where cable was laid. 

The Davey Tree EAB treatment for about $5k is awaiting evidence of insect activity in May and will be started 

in a few weeks. The selected planter Cypress tree is ready to be planted but we don’t have an expected date 

yet. CLS provided a $3,050 proposal for tree stump removal which will be discussed later. 

General Comments about CLS performance to date:  

There was an issue with the timing of spring cleanup. There is too much mulch being applied to pine trees; CLS 

said that this is accumulated soil. Bill Wells said that this build up can harm the trees. Many trees need 

fertilization. Tree pruning has not been done properly; CLS just doesn’t know how to do it. This may be 

corrected in the next landscaping contract, possibly by having a separate contract with a company that 

specializes in pruning.  The Bartlett pruned trees in the parking lot were done correctly.  A second Pre-

Emergent treatment should be done in fall. This is likely why we have so much weeds this spring. We may not 

be able to do a fall application this year; for the contract, as written, does not have a fall application.  We will 

discuss that with Complete. The committee will evaluate their proposal and remove tree trimming if we don’t 

like what we hear. Wiregrass is almost impossible to control and a prior year experiment to do this was 

expensive and unsuccessful. Tom Burton stated that weeds are spread via the common mowers.  

OLD WORK 

Emerald Ash Borer: 

As Rebecca reported, the Davey EAB treatment for about $5k is awaiting signs of insect activity in May and will 

be started in a few weeks. 

Pavilion Planter: 

Rebecca reported that the selected Cypress tree variety has been obtained but the planting date has not yet 

been established. 

Tree Pad Removal: 

A CLS proposal for removing pads and planting grass seed in 36 locations was reduced to $3,105. Tom believes 

that we need to wait until the June time frame when irrigation is running. The new price did not include the 

last 5 trees removed. Therefore, Tom suggested that we vote at the next meeting to present our 

recommendation to the board. Dominick made a motion to approve this now. The motion was amended to 

include the additional five removed trees. The motion was passed unanimously. 

Spring Tree Planting: 

At the March board meeting the request for 13 tree plantings was voted down by the board and changed to 

exclude four non street trees. Unity will be asked to give us a schedule for the nine remaining street trees.  

There was a letter distributed via email to the committee to show our displeasure with this vote. This did not 

appear to be budget issue. The board decision eliminated several trees that were promised to be replaced to 

residents. There was no discussion with the tree committee which spent a considerable amount of time and 
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reasoning in making the recommendation. The letter objects to the process as much as the elimination of four 

trees. The committee unanimously approved a motion to send the letter to board.  

RFP: 

We need to get bids for new landscaping and irrigation contracts for next year. Prospectuses were sent to nine 

companies. We got positive responses from four companies, one declined because they were too small, and 

we expect four more responses. We expect to soon meet with those interested and explain the full contract. 

The goal is to make a recommended selection by the end of July. Bob Nilsson recommended having one 

contract meeting so that everyone gets the same information. Tom feels comfortable with that; if we get 4 - 5 

interested companies, all will  know there is competition. At the meeting, we will request full proposals. Tom 

would like representatives from the board to be present when we interview those making proposals/Bids.  

Irrigation Design Work: 

The irrigation design is still a work in process. We are looking at a split system under Tucor control for this 

season. Dave Bowers (CLS irrigation manager) has moved the VFD previously at Pump 5 to Pump 4. We are 

working to specs from our irrigation consultant to make improvements in the backflow assemblies. The 

improvements being made at Pump 4 will be used as a model for upgrades to the three other pumps. The split 

system will have a VFD pump and a pump start pump on each half of the system. CLS is now de-winterizing the 

system as they are required to do by contract. We expect to end the upcoming season with the system 

partially upgraded. With board approval, we intend to finish the upgrades that includes Programmable Logic 

Control (PLC) management of the pumps with radio links for communications between the four pumps. The 

PLC’s are independent of the Tucor computer and control only the pumps. We are still looking at shorter 

irrigation schedules with an early morning start for this season. The initial focus is on pumps, with sprinkler 

head improvements later on. We currently are under a board approved $20k time and material budget for 

improvements prior to the next board meeting in May. We need to manage the $20k to maximize the 

improvements we can demonstrate on Pumps 4 and possibly Pump 2.  

A well company has to formally close up Pump 5 if we want to abandon it. So far we have only moved Pump 5 

parts to Pump 4. Pump 5 appears to be frozen to the casing. It may be possible to run a camera down the well 

to see if it is salvageable. This idea was suggested to Rebecca and Joe, if interested.  

Pat Fox talked about a homeowner that wanted to do driveway work and submitted an exterior modification 

form to Covenants. The owner talked to CLS (unknown person) and were told to go ahead and let the 

landscaper do any necessary irrigation work. After some discussion, it was decided that the homeowner is 

responsible for paying for irrigation work and that this work must be done by CLS. All communication with CLS 

needs to be through the GM office as stated in the Covenants forms. The CLS invoice must be to the 

homeowner and separated from any HOA work.  If required, the office will send the invoice to the homeowner 

for payment. 
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OLD WORK 

Harmony Root Flare: 

Bill Wells made a motion to rework street tree beds where root beds have been exposed. CLS gave us an 

$1,800 proposal to do that work. Mulching is scheduled for next week and the board has to approve this 

proposal for work that needs to be done in advance of the mulching. The proposal is to slope the mulch in 

toward the root collar leaving the root flare exposed. The CLS proposal is for 41 trees and does not require any 

additional mulch. The need was due to trees being planted too deep, roughly  6”+  below surface. If this is not 

done, the trees will likely not survive. Joe Brown had told Tom that he will try to get an electronic vote by the 

board to proceed. The motion to do this work to the CLS proposal was passed unanimously.  

Raised Sidewalks: 

Mike Norris (also Operations co-chair) said that the ¼” requirement used to evaluate the sidewalks did not 

apply to us. It may still be a liability to us, however. This will be discussed at the Thursday Operations meeting 

later in the week. Wetlands gave us a proposal for $5k to evaluate 64 trees and suggest what to do with roots 

that may be causing issues with the sidewalks. The committee  recommendation to Operations is to do what is 

required including cutting the root and taking any consequences. The Landscape committee did not feel that 

the benefit of the Wetlands proposal was worth the $5k which is not in our budget. The feeling is that cutting 

a root may not impact the health of a tree. Pat Fox added that Centreville has an ordinance that we can be 

fined $750 if tree is not replaced. 

2018 Fall Tree Evaluation: 

Bill Wells looked at all 42 recently planted trees including those planted in the spring of 2018. Only one 

cryptomeria died, he believes due to excessive water. It is in warranty and will likely be replaced with 

something else. Tom McManus thought that it was also severely deformed. An eastern red cedar behind 

Sonata is a victim of high winds. Holly would be a better choice for high wind areas if this tree needs replacing. 

All other trees appear to be healthy and doing very well.  

Committee Member Motions: 

Tom Burton and other homeowners with the berm in their back yards on Overture would like the berm and 

plantings to continue to be taken care of, as was done for the previous 10 years. Tom B. did a lot of research 

of the history of the berm and he summarized that in a 4 page report that was available for pass out. The 

board had sent a May 2018 letter that stated that landscaping services would be discontinued for all rain 

gardens. Tom B. stated that this is a common area that is not a rain garden and berm care had previously been 

approved by Operations/the board in 2009 and 2010 (project B, the berm). Pat Fox clarified that the board 

vote and letter was for this specific area (the Berm) even if it was incorrectly called a rain garden. Tom B. 

made a motion that the recommendation by the landscaping committee is to continue CLS mulching and 

maintenance of this area. The motion was passed unanimously and Tom McManus will compose the request 

for the Board to re-consider. 
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Tom B. also stated that the CLS landscaping crew is no longer allowed to eat inside Symphony Village and need 

to go to Taylor Mill Road. Rebecca said this did not come from the HOA office. This is not landscaping 

committee issue and was not discussed any further.  

Board Liaison Comments: Not present. 

Resident Comments: 

Lorie Andersen had concerns, with respect to pets, about the herbicides used by CLS after looking at the labels 

available at the HOA office. She suggests having area for pets that are herbicide free. Tom McManus will 

discuss weed control alternatives with CLS at the next 6 week meeting. Tom’s recollection was that the CLS 

opinion was that there was viable alternative if want to control weeds. They put out signs and the danger to 

pets is short lived. A designated pet area would have to be a board decision. There will be an April weed 

control treatment. 

Next Meeting: May 21, 2019 at 9:30 a.m. 

Adjourn: 11:48 a.m. 


